SATATYA FEATURE UPDATE
Feature:
Email with Snapshot
Why: Internet connectivity and bandwidth availability are still some of the major
concerns for centralized monitoring at remote locations. Getting a text message
in case of an event is an outdated feature, as snapshots and videos still need to be
pulled out from the system for further investigation. Sending pictorial notification
to the central location or to the concerned person in real-time is a challenging
task. This is a very convenient situation for thieves and burglars. They are smart
enough not to leave any proof at the targeted location, damaging cameras and
NVRs completely. Consequently, there will be lack of pictorial evidence and data
which is fundamental for the reimbursement of a claim from an insurance
company. To address this issue, Matrix Video Surveillance solution has developed
a smart feature called ‘Email with Snapshot’.
Feature Description: This feature enables the Video Surveillance solution to send
emails with snapshots at a low bandwidth on a pre-configured email, as soon as a
threat or tampering is detected in the functioning of cameras or recorders. Email
with Snapshot can also be used for other events like Motion Detection, Video
Loss, Face Detection, etc. For example, a branch office of a bank in a rural area
can send an email with snapshots to the central location with low bandwidth if
motion is detected after office hours. With the help of these snapshots the
concerned person at the central location can take necessary preventive measures.
This feature can be configured to send 1-60 snapshots in a minute, as per the
requirement.
Benefit: With ‘Email with Snapshots’ get notifications (in the form of snapshots)
at the central location at a minimum bandwidth and have pictorial evidence of
the event or theft even when cameras and recorders are damaged.

Application: This feature can be used effectively at locations having less
bandwidth availability. It is advantageous at locations like remote banks, ATM
centres and financial firms, which are prone to thefts and robberies.
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